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VECTOR MESON DOMINANCE PION ELECTROMAGNETICFORM FACTOR WITH THE �-MODEL LOOP CORRECTIONSS. K. DubinskyKharkov National University61077, Kharkov, UkraineA. Yu. Korhin *, N. P. Merenkov **National Siene Center �Kharkov Institute of Physis and Tehnology�61108, Kharkov, UkraineSubmitted 18 Deember 2003A model is developed for eletromagneti form fator of the pion. One-loop orretions are inluded in the linear�-model. The �-meson ontribution is added in an extended VMD model. The form fator, alulated with-out �tting parameters, is in a good agreement with experiment for spae-like and time-like photon momenta.Loop orretions to the two-pion hadroni ontribution a(had;�)� to the muon anomalous magneti moment arealulated. The optimal value of the �-meson mass appears to be very lose to the �-meson mass.PACS: 12.39.Fe, 12.40.Vv, 13.40.Gp1. INTRODUCTIONIt has reently been understood that the pion ele-tromagneti form fator is a very important physialquantity that plays a key role in the test of the Stan-dard model at the eletroweak preision level. The rea-son is that at low energies, the prodution ross setion�(e+e� ! �+��) = ��23s �1�4m2�s �3=2jF�(s)j2; (1)where s is the squared total energy in enter-of-masssystem, � is the �ne struture onstant, and m� is thepion mass, dominates over the other hadroni han-nels and aounts for more than 70% of the totalhadroni ontribution to the muon anomalous magnetimoment (AMM) a� = g� � 22 :The reent measurement of a� from Brookhaven E821experiment [1℄ has boosted the interest in a renewedtheoretial alulation of this quantity [2℄.The main ingredient of the theoretial predition ofa�, whih is responsible for the bulk of the theoretial*E-mail: korhin�kipt.kharkov.ua**E-mail: merenkov�kipt.kharkov.ua

error, is the hadroni ontribution to the vauum po-larization. The ontribution of the �+�� hannel tothe eletron�positron annihilation proess an be writ-ten in terms of the form fator F�(s) via the dispersionintegral [3℄a(had;�)� = 14 1Z4m2� K(s)�1� 4m2�s �3=2jF�(s)j2ds;K(s) = �23�2s 1Z0 x2(1� x)x2 + (1� x)s=m2� dx; (2)where m� is the muon mass.Conventional strategy of the model-independentevaluation of this integral onsists in utilization ofpreise experimental data (at least at low energies,where perturbative QCD annot be reliably applied).However, the announed auray, whih is to bereahed soon in E821 experiment, requires alulationof eletromagneti radiative orretions to ross setion(1) [4℄. Apart from the pure �+�� events, eletromag-neti radiative orretions inlude the �+�� proesswhere the photon is radiated from the �nal pions. Inthe urrent experiments at � and B fatories, basedon the radiative return method [5℄, this ontribution259



S. K. Dubinsky, A. Yu. Korhin, N. P. Merenkov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 2 (8), 2004annot be extrated in a model-independent way1) andthe orresponding proedure requires model-dependentapproahes. This, in turn, stimulates development andstudy of di�erent theoretial models of the pion�photoninteration. The simplest one is the point-like salarquantum eletrodynamis (sQED) [7℄ joined with thestandard vetor meson dominane (VMD) model (see,e.g., [8℄) for desription of the � ! �+�� transitionform fator in the �-resonane region. Suh a modelwas used in Ref. [4℄ for onstrution of the Monte Carloevent generator.In the present paper, we onsider a modi�ationof the pion eletromagneti form fator in the linear�-model [9℄ with spontaneously broken hiral symme-try, whih inludes the nuleon setor. The �-mesonontribution is added following Refs. [10, 11℄. In par-tiular, the � oupling to the pion and nuleon is intro-dued through gauge-ovariant derivatives, while thediret � oupling has an expliitly gauge-invariantform. We alulate the pion form fator in the one-loop approximation in the strong interation and om-pare F�(s) with the preise data obtained from elastie��+ sattering and e+e� annihilation in the pion pair.We take the loop orretions to a(had;�)� into a-ount. In general, beause the �-model Lagrangianontains the sQED Lagrangian as a onstituent part,one an expet that the di�erene between the predi-tions of �-model+VMD and sQED + VMD is small.Indeed, it follows from our alulation that the looporretions inrease the low-energy part of the right-hand side of Eq. (2) by about 2 per ent, as omparedwith sQED + VMD.2. FORMALISM2.1. LagrangianThe Lagrangian of the model onsists of two parts,L = L(1) + L(2):The �rst one is the Lagrangian of the hiral linear�-model [9℄ with an expliit symmetry-breaking term�. After spontaneous breaking of hiral symmetry andrede�nition of the salar �eld via� = � + v;where v = h�i is the vauum expetation value, theLagrangian takes the form1) Even in diret sanning experiments, a model-independenttreatment of the �+�� events suggested in [6℄ seems too om-pliated to be used in the near future.

L(1) = �N(i=� �mN )N + 12 h(��)2 �m2��2i++ 12 h(�~�)2 �m2�~� 2i�� g� �N (� + i5~�~�)N � ���2 + ~� 2��� �v� + 14 ��2 + ~� 2��+ onst; (3)where N; ~�, and � are the respetive �elds of the nu-leon, pion, and meson with vauum quantum numbers,g� is the oupling onstant, � is parameter of the mesonpotential, and=� � ���; (��)2 = ������;et. All parameters of the model are related viamN = g�v; m2� = 2�v2 +m2�; m2� = v : (4)Moreover, in the tree-level approximation, v = f�,where f� = 93:2 MeV is the pion weak deay onstant.More details on the �-model an be found, e.g., in [12,Ch. 5, Se. 2.6℄.The seond part of the Lagrangian inludes oup-ling to the eletromagneti �eld A� and the �eld �� ofthe neutral �-meson. This oupling an be obtainedusing the minimal substitutions��N ! ��� + ie1 + �32 A� + ig� �32 ���N;���a ! ���a + (eA� + g���)"3ab�b;a; b = 1; 2; 3;��� ! ���; (5)where e is the proton harge, g� is the oupling on-stant, and �3 is the third omponent of the Pauli ve-tor ~� = (�1; �2; �3): In addition, we inlude the diretoupling of the photon to the �-meson in the version ofVMD model from Refs. [10, 11℄. We thus obtainL(2) = 12m2����� � 14������ � 14F��F�� �� (eA� + g���) (~� � ��~�)3+(eA�+g���)2(~� 2��23 )��g� �N� �32 N���e �N� 1+�32 NA�� e2f� ���F�� ; (6)whereF�� = ��A� � ��A�; ��� = ���� � ����;and f� determines the � oupling. In Eq. (6), we as-sume equal oupling onstants of � to the pion and thenuleon in aordane with the universality hypothesis260



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 2 (8), 2004 Vetor meson dominane pion eletromagneti form fator : : :of Sakurai (see, e.g., [12, Ch. 5, Se. 4℄. At the sametime, the � oupling onstant f� does not neessar-ily oinide with g�: Lagrangian (6) is gauge-invariantbeause of the form of the � oupling. We mentionthat the nuleon ontribution is also inluded in La-grangian (6), ontrary to [10, 11℄.2.2. Counterterms and renormalizationBeause one of the purposes of the present paperis to take loop orretions to the pion eletromagnetivertex into aount, we need to speify the way of renor-malization of the parameters. We use the onventionalapproah and assume that Lagrangians (3) and (6) in-volve the �bare� �elds, oupling onstants and masses,to be marked by the subsript �0�. The bare �eldsrequire resaling,(~�0; �0) =pZ�(~�; �); N0 =pZNN;��0 =pZ���; A�0 =pZAA�;where Z�;ZN ; Z�, and ZA are the respetive wave-funtion renormalization onstants for the pion (orsigma), nuleon, rho, and photon. The proedure forobtaining the ounterterm Lagrangian is known (see,e.g., [13, Ch. 10℄). For L(1), the orresponding oun-terterm Lagrangian is given byL(1)t = ÆZN �Ni=�N�Æg�v �NN�Æg� �N (�+i5~�~�)N++ 12ÆZ� h(�~�)2 + (��)2i�� 12 �Æ� + 3Æ�v2��2 � 12 �Æ� + Æ�v2�~�2 �� 14Æ��~�2 + �2�2 � Æ�v ��~�2 + �3��� ��Æ� + Æ�v2� v � Æ�� + onst: (7)There are six onstants ÆZ� ; ÆZN ; Æ�; Æ�; Æg� ; Æ; whihan be �xed by imposing six onditions on the Green'sfuntions in general. In the alulation of the pion ele-tromagneti vertex, only one onstant ÆZ� is needed(see Set. 2.3).For Lagrangian (6), we an �rst de�ne the physialvalues of the eletri hargee = e0pZAand the � oupling g� = g�0pZ�:It is also onvenient to introduem̂� =pZ�m�0

(the �-meson mass in the absene of oupling to pions).The ounterterm Lagrangian an be written asL(2)t = �ÆZA 14F��F���ÆZ� 14������ �� ÆZ� (eA� + g���) (~� � ��~�)3 ++ ÆZ�(eA� + g���)2(~� 2 � �23 )�� ÆZNg� �N� �32 N�� � ÆZN e �N� 1 + �32 NA� ��Æf� e2 ���F�� : (8)It follows that we in general need three additional on-stants ÆZA ; ÆZ� , and Æf� ; one ÆZ� and ÆZN are �xed.Finally, the total Lagrangian is the sum2)L = L(1) + L(2) + L(1)t + L(2)t : (9)2.3. Contribution to the pion eletromagnetiform fator from the �-model setorFeynman rules for Lagrangian (9) are obtained a-ording to the standard presriptions [14℄. The oun-terterm onstants an be found by imposing the follow-ing onstraints on the respetive self-energy operatorsof the pion, sigma-meson, and nuleon:��(m2�) = ddp2��(p2)����p2=m2�= ��(m2�) = 0;�N (=p)����=p=mN= dd=p�N (=p)����=p=mN= 0: (10)These onditions imply that the respetive pole po-sitions of the pion, nuleon, and sigma propagatorsare loated at the physial mass of the pion, nuleon,and sigma. In addition, the residue of the pion andnuleon propagators is unity, ensuring the absene ofrenormalization for the external pion and nuleon (butnot for the external sigma-meson). We also impose theondition h�i, whih is ensured by requiring that theso-alled tadpole diagrams vanish. Correspondingly,the tandpole diagrams do not ontribute to the quan-tities alulated below.In alulation of the loop integrals, we use the di-mensional regularization method (see, e.g., [13, Ap-pendix A. 4℄. Exploiting onditions (10), we �nd theonstant ÆZ� :2) The mass m� in L(2) is replaed by m̂�.261
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Fig. 1. One-loop diagrams ontributing to the pion eletromagneti form fator in the �-model. Dashed lines depit pion,dotted lines � sigma, solid lines � nuleon, and wavy lines � photon. Small rossed irle denotes the ounterterm.Diagram a orresponds to the pion form fator in sQEDÆZ� = � g2�4�2 1Z0 "I� � ln ~�N��2 ++ m2�x(1� x)~�N� + �m2� �m2��2x(1� x)4m2N ~��� # dx; (11)~�N� = m2N �m2�x(1� x);~��� = m2�x+m2�(1� x)2: (12)In these equations,I� = 2� � E + ln 4�;� = 4�D ! 0;where D is the spae�time dimension, E � 0:5772 isthe Euler onstant, and � is an arbitrary sale mass,whih drops out in the physial observables.The one-loop ontributions to the pion eletromag-neti vertex oming from the �-model are shown inFig. 1. Using the isospin struture of the verties, ornegative harge-onjugation parity of the photon, onean show that diagrams e, f , and g vanish. Countert-erm h anels the divergenes oming from loop ontri-butions b and , while ontribution d is �nite.In the general ase of the o�-mass-shell pions, theeletromagneti vertex ��ab(p1; p2; q) for the proess�(q)! �a(p1) + �b(p2)has the form� i��ab(p1; p2; q) = "3ab �F (p21; p22; q2)(p2 � p1)�++ G(p21; p22; q2)(p2 + p1)�� ; (13)

with salar funtions F (p21; p22; q2) and G(p21; p22; q2):On the mass shell, p21 = p22 = m2�, the funtionG(m2� ;m2�; q2) drops out, while F (m2�;m2�; q2) beomesequal to the pion form fator F�(q2):With the loop or-retions denoted by �F (�)(q2), we �ndF (�)� (q2) = 1 +�F (�)(q2) + ÆZ� ; (14)where the total orretion is �nite and is given by�F (�)(q2)+ÆZ� = g2�4�2 24 1Z0 �ln m2N�m2�x(1�x)m2N�q2x(1�x) ��x(1� x)" m2�~�N� + (m2� �m2�)24m2N ~��� #! dx++ 1Z0 1Z0 � y2m2��N�(y; x)++ y(1�y)(m2��m2�)24m2N���(y; x) !dx dy# ; (15)�N�(y; x) = m2N � q2y2x(1� x)�m2�y(1� y);���(y; x) = m2�(1� y)� y2(q2x(1� x)�m2�); (16)with ~�N� and ~��� de�ned in Eq. (12).2.4. Contribution to the pion eletromagnetiform fator from the �-mesonThe ontribution to the pion eletromagneti formfator from the �-meson an be written in the ompat262



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 2 (8), 2004 Vetor meson dominane pion eletromagneti form fator : : :formF (�)� (q2) == �g�(q2)f�(q2) q2q2 � m̂2� ���(q2) + �F (�!)� (q2): (17)This expression inludes several e�ets oming from theloop orretions shown in Fig. 2.1) The q2-dependent vertex g�(q2) desribes looporretions to the ��� oupling that originate from the�-model (Fig. 2, diagrams a). These orretions havenot been inluded in Ref. [11℄. We an writeg�(q2) = g�[1 + �F (�)(q2) + ÆZ� ℄: (18)It is seen that the expression in the square brakets isthe same as in Eq. (14) and is �nite. From Eq. (18),we obtaing�(q2) = g�(m2�) 1 +�F (�)(q2) + ÆZ�1 +�F (�)(m2�) + ÆZ� (19)in terms of the onstant g�(m2�). From the ex-perimental width of the � ! �� deay, ��!�� == 150:7 MeV [15℄, we have jg�(m2�)j = 6:05: To �ndthe real and imaginary part of g�(m2�), we an use therelationsRe g�(m2�) = 1p1 + �2 jg�(m2�)j;Im g�(m2�) = �p1 + �2 jg�(m2�)j;� = Im�F (�)(m2�)[1 +Re�F (�)(m2�) + ÆZ� ℄�1: (20)2) The �-meson self-energy has the struture���� (q) = (g�� � q�q�=q2)��(q2)and orresponds to the diagrams shown in Fig. 2b. Itleads to the following exat propagator of the �-meson(Fig. 2, diagrams ):G��� (q) = �i g�� � q�q�=q2q2 � m̂2� ���(q2) + i q�q�q2m̂2� : (21)Calulation of the loop integrals in Fig. 2b results in��(q2) = q2[!(q2)� ÆZ� ℄;!(q2) = g2�16�2 [�I� + I(q2)℄; (22)I(q2) = 2 1Z0 �2x ln �N�2 + (1� 2x) ln ���2 ��� (1� x) dx; (23)

with�N = m2N � q2x(1� x); �� = m2� � q2x(1� x):The self-energy has a logarithmi divergene and re-quires renormalization. The authors of Ref. [11℄ renor-malized the self-energy by applying a dispersion rela-tion with two subtrations. We prefer an alternativemethod of ounterterms, whih is expressed in Eq. (22)through the onstant ÆZ� : We an �x the latter fromthe onstraint on the self-energy at the physial massm� of the �-meson,ddq2 Re��(q2)jq2=m2� = 0 ) (24)ÆZ� = Z� � 1 = Re!(m2�) +m2�Re!0(m2�); (25)where Re!0(q2) � ddq2 Re!(q2):It is seen from Eqs. (22) and (25) that the self-energy��(q2) = q2[!(q2)�Re!(m2�)�m2� Re!0(m2�)℄is �nite. Near the physial mass, it has the expansionRe��(q2) = �m4�Re!0(m2�) +O((q2 �m2�)2); (26)and therefore the oupling g� is not renormalized dueto self-energy loops [11℄. There is also a �nite massshift m2� � m̂2� = �m4�Re!0(m2�): (27)For the de�nition of m̂�, see the paragraph beforeEq. (8).Above the two-pion threshold, the self-energy a-quires an imaginary part oming from the pion loop(the third diagram in Fig. 2b). Namely, at q2 < 4m2N ,the imaginary part and the q2-dependent �! �� deaywidth are given by the respetive expressionsIm�(q2) = �g2�q248� �1� 4m2�q2 �3=2 �(q2 � 4m2�);��(q2) = � Im�(q2)=pq2: (28)3) Closely related to the self-energy are loop or-retions to the � oupling onstant, shown in Fig. 2d.The sum of all ontributions is proportional to the ten-sor g�� � q�q�=q2, similarly to the tree-level term. In-troduing the q2-dependent vertex, we obtain1f�(q2) = 1f� � !(q2)g� + Æf� ; (29)263
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p2p1baqg�(q2) g�=a
== +bd = + +Fig. 2. Diagrams a show �, �, and N loop orretions to the ��� vertex; diagrams b show the � and N loop orretions tothe self-energy of the �-meson; diagrams  graphially represent the equation for the exat �-meson propagator; diagramsd represent the � and N loop orretions to the � vertex. Double-wavy lines depit the �-meson. The orrespondingounterterms are indiated by rossed irleswhere Æf� an be �xed by requiring that on themass shell q2 = m2�, the oupling f�(m2�) is relatedto the � ! e+e� deay width. The experimentalwidth ��!e+e� = 6:77 keV [15℄ is reprodued withjf�(m2�)j � 5:03. From Eq. (29), we �nd1f�(q2) = 1f�(m2�) + 1g� [!(m2�)� !(q2)℄; (30)where the real part of the onstant f�(m2�) is deter-mined from jf�(m2�)j and from the imaginary part,Im f�(m2�) = jf�(m2�)j2 Im!(m2�)=g�:It is seen from (30) that the e�etive � vertex is �nite.A similar proedure for this vertex was used in [11℄, al-though only the real part of f�(m2�) was taken fromexperiment.We also mention that in alulating ��(q2) andf�(q2), we used jg�(m2�)j instead of g� in order to obtainthe orret width of the �-meson.4) The last term in Eq. (17) desribes the ��! inter-ferene due to eletromagneti e�ets [8℄. The expliit

form of the ontribution to the pion form fator an betaken from Ref. [16℄,�F (�!)� (q2) = �"�! g�f! q2q2 �m2! + im!�! ; (31)"�! = ��!m2! �m2� � i[m!�! �m���(q2)℄ ; (32)where �! = 8:43 MeV is the full deay widthof the !-meson with mass m!, f! = 17:05 isthe ! oupling onstant, whih is �xed from the! ! e+e� deay width �!!e+e� = 0:6 keV [15℄, and��! � �3:8 � 10�3 GeV2 is the mixed ��! self-energy.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONWe �rst speify the parameters of the model.The onstant g� is determined from the tree-levelGoldberger�Treiman relationg� = mN=f�(the �rst equation in (4)), while g�(m2�) and f�(m2�)are �xed from experiment, as desribed in Se. 2.4.264



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 126, âûï. 2 (8), 2004 Vetor meson dominane pion eletromagneti form fator : : :Table 1. Two-pion ontribution a(had;�)� to the muon anomalous magneti moment (in units 10�11). The upperintegration limit in Eq. (2) is 0:8 GeV2sQED �-model sQED �-model �-model Ref. [2℄+ VMD + VMD + VMD (f� = g�)525 753 4667 4763 4745 4774 � 51Table 2. Dependene of a(had;�)� on the mass of �-mesonm�, GeV 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2a(had;�)� , 10�11 4546 4583 4640 4710 4788 4867 4946 5024 5099The � mass is hosen equal to the � mass, m� = m�,in line with Ref. [17℄, where � and � are assumeddegenerate. Furthermore, m� = 768:5 MeV andm! = 782:57 MeV [15℄.It is interesting to note that alulation of the self-energy of the �-meson gives m̂� = 795 MeV. This valueis rather lose to the physial mass m�. In this onne-tion, we note that the authors of [11℄ �tted m̂� fromthe �� sattering and obtained 810 MeV. The di�er-ene in the above values of m̂� is partially due to ourtaking the nuleon loop into aount, whih was notonsidered in [11℄.As mentioned in Se. 2.4, both the real and imagi-nary parts of the oupling onstants g�(m2�) and f�(m2�)have been inluded. The alulation yieldsRe g�(m2�) = 6:036; Im g�(m2�) = 0:405;Re f�(m2�) = 4:96; Im f�(m2�) = �0:82:Taking the imaginary parts into aount leads to asmall orretion to the results obtained withIm g�(m2�) = Im f�(m2�) = 0:Our main results are demonstrated in Fig. 3 andTables 1 and 2. The alulated pion form fatorjF�(q2)j2 for spae-like and time-like values of q2 is pre-sented in Fig. 3. Apparently, the agreement with thedata [18℄ from elasti eletron�pion sattering and thedata [19℄ from e�e+ annihilation in two pions is quitegood. We emphasize that there are no �tting or tuningparameters in our approah.There is a strong interferene of the two ontribu-tions, F (�)� and F (�)� , in the total form fator. In Fig. 3,we show the ontribution F (�)� separately. It followsfrom Eqs. (17) and (18) that the � ontribution also

inludes �, �, and N loops oming from the �-model.Swithing o� these orretions, i.e., putting�F (�)(q2) + ÆZ� = 0;we obtainF (sQED+VMD)� (q2) = 1� g�f�(q2) q2q2 � m̂2� ���(q2)++�F (�!)� (q2): (33)Here, the �rst term orresponds to sQED, and the se-ond and the third terms are the �-meson ontributions.We note that Eq. (33) orresponds to the extendedversion of VMD in Ref. [11℄; in the �standard� VMDmodel [8℄, one has the dependenem2�m2� � q2 � im���(q2) :Our alulation shows that the di�erene be-tween the form fator alulated in �-model + VMD(Eqs. (14) and (17)), and that in sQED + VMD(Eq. (33)) is small, and therefore the results for sQED+ VMD are not plotted in Fig. 3. Nevertheless, the dif-ferene may show up in the integrated quantity a(had;�)�for the muon AMM.The alulated values of a(had;�)� are shown in Ta-ble 1. In general, loop orretions are important in the�-model (ompare the �rst and the seond olumns).Their role is however diminished in the full alulation,whih inludes the dominant �-meson ontribution (thethird and the fourth olumns in Table 1). The di�er-ene between �-model+VMD and sQED + VMD al-ulations is about 2%.In this onnetion, our result an be used to es-timate the size of radiative orretions due to �nal-state-photon radiation in the e+e� ! �+�� proess.265
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